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Easy to reach from the airports of Verona, Milan - Bergamo and Innsbruck, just 20 minutes by car from San 
Michele exit on A22 motorway.
Paganella Ski is part of the Skirama Dolomiti carousel: with an unique pass is possible to ski in the ski areas 
of Monte Bondone, Folgaria, Madonna di Campiglio, Pinzolo, Folgarida-Marilleva, Passo Tonale and Pejo.

Skiarea Paganella
In the heart of Brenta Dolomites, is one of the best places where to ski in Trentino, thanks to a modern 
skiarea with 50 km of large slopes, 1100 m of vertical drop and snowmaking facilities on 100% of the 
slopes.

SKI: 4 ski school areas for kids, 
slopes for beginners, red slopes 
and a black one for experts, slo-
pes for trainings and races, 360° 
panorama view on Garda Lake, 
Brenta Dolomites and Trentino; 
there is a complete offer for 
every skier.

NORDIC SKI: different propo-
sals in the forest, with a lighted 
track 3 km long around the lake 
of Andalo.

SKI TOURING: exclusive track 
within the skiarea, besides 
many other possibilities in the 
surroundings.
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Andalo and Paganella Ski constitute the official European training centre of Norwegian Ski Team, repre-
sented in last years by Aksel Lund Svindal. In the past, for many years Paganella Ski has been the training 
centre of US Ski Team with Bode Miller and Ted Ligety. Athletes of top level that prepared here in Paganella 
the basis of their success, an important confirm of the value of the skiarea.
The Olimpionica 2 slope is also used every year for two races of the European ladies Cup.

SNOWBOARD: composed by 
an easy and an expert zone, it 
offers different proposals for 
every level.

SNOWSHOES: snowshoeing 
surrounded by the Brenta 
Dolomites is a true adventure 
across the natural white colour 
of snow.

SKIPASS: a unique ticket for the slopes of Fai della Paganella and 
Andalo with different solutions, from hourly tickets to daily and 
weekly ones.

14 MOUNTAIN HUTS with marvel-
lous views, focusing the atten-
tion to the best culinary tradition 
of Trentino and Italy, involving 
local companies and producers 
in order to offer a tasting expe-
rience tied to territory.

7 SKI SCHOOLS with more 
than 190 ski and snowboard 
instructors.

NIGHT SKIING for the lover of skis, 
the possibility to ski by night along 
the easy slope Cacciatori 1, star-
ting from the mid station of the 
gondola Andalo – Doss Pelà. Track 
of 3 km completely lighted to 
enjoy the skiing in the moonlight.

1 TOBOGGAN RUN in the mountain on Fai della Paganella side. This 
track is dedicated to the lovers of fun on toboggan, both kids and 
adults. long 880 m, 3-5 meters large.


